
10 Billion Options For Your Customized Chocolate Bar Not Enough? 

Design-Your-Own Chocolate Bar Company chocri Introduces White and Milk Combination Base
Chocolate

New York, NY (PRWEB) -- 10 billion different possibilities for your customized chocolate bar not enough? 
Chocri, the world's first company that allows you to create your own organic and fair trade chocolate bar online,
introduced its new "White and Milk Chocolate Combination" base chocolate. 10 billion just exploded.
 
 Chocri lovers now have the option to combine two of their two favorite bases, White and Milk Chocolate, into
one chocolate bar. The new chocolate combo is now one of four base chocolates (in addition to white, milk and
dark chocolate), which can be complemented with a personal choice from over 100 toppings, ranging from
Candied Rose Petals to Cayenne Pepper. In addition, every chocolate bar can be given its own personalized name
that is then printed on the packaging.
 
 The quality of the chocri chocolate bar is reflected not only in its superior taste, but also in its respect for the
environment and for fair working conditions. All chocri chocolates are organic and fair trade. In addition, 1% of
all sales of the chocolate bars are donated to DIV Kinder, a charity that supports children in Ivory Coast, the
biggest exporter of cacao beans.
 
 Chocri is part of a design-your-own trend that is taking hold of the U.S. In the last year, a wide variety of startups
have begun to give consumers control over the products they create, ranging from dress shirts to jewelry and -
chocolate. On chocri's website, chocolate enthusiasts can create billions of chocolate bars and get their creative
juices flowing by creating gourmet customized chocolate bars like Milk Chocolate with Cranberries and Toasted
Hazelnuts or adventurous combinations like Dark Chocolate with Fleur de Sel, Toffee and Real Gold Flakes.
With the introduction of the Milk and White Combination base chocolate, chocri fans have the opportunity to kick
it up a notch and discover combinations that, like their imagination, know no bounds.
 
 For more information please visit createmychocolate.com
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Contact Information
 Carmen Magar (CEO)
 chocri
 http://www.createmychocolate.com
 (312) 401-7905
 
 

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.

PRWebPodcast Available 
Listen to Podcast MP3  Listen to Podcast iTunes  Listen to Podcast OGG 
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